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Upper leather telescopic testing machine

Instruction：
The test sample is mounted on a VAMP flexure tester. After the flexure test is performed at a certain
frequency by the VAMP flexure tester, the surface of the test piece is observed for changes, and
whether the surface has wrinkles and cracks and its severity To evaluate the tortuosity of the test
material.

Standard：
GB/T20991-2007、EN ISO230344-2012、SATRA TM25、ISO 4643.
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Technical parameter：
1. Telescopic speed: (300 ± 30) revolutions / minute.
2. Telescopic stroke: (19 ± 1.5) mm.
3. Sample size: (64 ± 1) mm * (64 ± 1) mm.
4. Number of test pieces: Colleagues can test 12 samples.
5. Angle of fixture: (40 ± 1). .
6. Volume: 70cm * 36cm * 37cm.
7. Power supply: AC220V, 10A.

Accessories：
1. Standard sampling die:1 PC
2.Operation manual,warranty card and certificate of conformity:1 set
3. Power cord:1 set

Company Introduction:

Dongguan Zhongli Instrument Technology Co.,ltd Professional in Producing Metal detector for 13 years, which is
a famous high-tech enterprise that specializes in the production of professional inspection equipment, such as
shoes testing machine, fabric testing machine, plastic and rubber machine etc.
Zhongli with technical support, market oriented, fundamental human. Have a high level of professionalism,
experience and innovative research team and carved small peck production team. Companies with the most
advanced technology, the most stable quality, best price, best after sales service, from installation and
commissioning, professional training, to solve practical problems of customers, providing 24-hour technical
advice. company's products among consumers enjoy higher status, with many agents to establish a long-term
stable cooperative relations.

Provide our customers with better overall solution laboratory, including laboratory design, planning, renovation
and equipment selection, installation, training, maintenance, Comparative testing management system, such as
one-stop authentication technology services.

Promises: 12 months free maintenance of all equipment, maintenance of life, welcome to consult the discussion!

Thank you !
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